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Abstract

Sodium Ere is one of the important safety issues for the liquid metal cooled fast reactor
system. In order to achieve the reasonable plant cost performance, the rational countermeasures
for sodium fire should be provided and the influence of sodium fireshould be evaluated properly.
This paper describes the principle of the safety design against sodium leak in the Demonstration
Fast Breeder Reactor in Japan (DFBR). In addition, Research and Development (R&D) needs for
the design of rational countermeasures against sodium fire and aerosol release are described
which include the clarification of behaviors or phenomena, the accumulation of the data base of
the experimental parameters for the analysis codes, and the improvement of evaluation
technique and method.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the design of Fast Breeder Reactor, careful design considerations

should be paid for prevention of sodium leak from coolant boundaries. Besides,

measures for early leak detection should be provided to prevent enlargement of

the leak and its consequences. Mitigation measures are required to prevent the

leak and resultant fire from affecting nuclear power plant safety and the general

public health. In order to establish the reasonable plant design, all these design

features should be provided rationally by taking account of the characteristics of

sodium leak and fire. For this purpose, it is important to evaluate the rational

break size as design basis event based on quantitative data obtained by

experiments of crack propagation and fracture behavior. And provision of

mitigation measures for sodium fire is also important.

The combustion of leaked sodium would cause the pressure and

temperature rise in the building and generate sodium aerosols. Against these
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impacts, the safety functions such as reactor shutdown, core cooling and

containment should be secured to maintain the plant in a safe state. Then the

release of sodium aerosol to the atmosphere should be limited to prevent it from

affecting the public health and environment.

This paper focuses mainly on the mitigation of sodium fire influences in the

design of DFBR. The safety design principle against sodium fire, the current

design concept, the evaluation status and R&D needs are presented in the

following sections.

2. SAFETY DESIGN PRINCIPLE AGAINST SODIUM FIRE

2.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE

In the safety design of the nuclear power plant, two approaches should be

considered i.e. prevention of the occurrence of abnormal events and mitigation

of the consequences of the events. This general principle is applied for the

sodium fire issue. For the prevention of sodium leak, sodium components and

pipes should be designed firmly to ensure its integrity during plant life. For the

mitigation of sodium fire, the plant should be designed to be able to minimize

the influence of the leak and resultant fire in order to satisfy the following

requirements.

-The function of shutdown, core cooling and containment should be kept to

maintain the plant in safe states.

- The concentration of released aerosol should be limited not to put

significant damage on environment and public health.

The primary sodium circuits are installed inside the containment vessel (CV)

because they enclose radioactive materials. On the other hand, sodium in the

secondary sodium circuits is non-radioactive. Therefore main parts of the

secondary circuits are installed outside CV. The safety design against sodium

fire should be done considering these plant design characteristics. The

consequences caused by sodium fire inside CV are the following:

- Pressure and temperature rise inside the containment.

- Radioactive sodium aerosol release.

The containment should be designed to keep its leak tightness against the

pressure and thermal loadings caused by sodium leak. The release of

radioactive sodium aerosol should be prevent. On the other hand, the

consequences caused by sodium fire outside CV is the following:

- Indirect influence on the function of safety systems such as core cooling
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and containment.

- Sodium aerosol release.

In this case the leak tightness of the building is not necessarily required as far

as the above influences could be mitigated within certain conditions.

2.2 Principle of countermeasure

The safety design against sodium fire consists of four fundamental

approaches as shown in figure 1 , i.e. (1) prevention and limitation of sodium

leak , (2) mitigation of sodium burning , (3) mitigation of pressure and

temperature rise , (4) limitation of aerosol release. The design concept would be

established by rational combination of these approaches taking account of its

effectiveness against various range of sodium leak events , impacts on the

manufacturing cost and maintenance and so on.

2.2.1 Prevention and limitation of sodium leak

For prevention of sodium leak, suitable design based on a established

design standard and manufacture assured by quality assurance activityand pre-

service inspection are very important in order to provide a highly reliable design

as the sodium boundary. In addition, reducing the potential causes of the

sodium leak as low as possible is also important as the design consideration.

For example, reducing the sodium boundary area or the pipe length and

reducing the junctions of pipes might be effective.

For limitation of sodium leak, the break size postulated as design base is

a major factor which define the sodium leak rate. Generally sodium cooled FBR

has the following features which facilitate the applicability of the Leak Before

Break (LBB) concept:

1) The low pressure of the coolant causes less stress on the boundary.

2) Materials used have sufficient ductility and a penetrating crack is prevented

from causing an unstable fracture for main pipes of the loops.

3) The leakage of chemically active sodium is easily detectable.

To pursue the rational plant design, it is important to apply a rational break

size based on LBB concept to the design, and to assure the early leak detection.

The early leak detection and emergency drain of the sodium inside the

loop might be effective for limiting the amount of leaked sodium in case of small

leak events. Providing the double walled structure for the boundary is also

considered as the countermeasure for limiting the amount.
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2.2.2 Limitation of sodium burning

Limiting sodium dispersion, limiting oxygen supply, and preventing

sodium-concrete reaction are needed. Examples of the countermeasures are

shown as follows.

(1) Limiting sodium burning.

- Limiting sodium dispersion.

• To reinforce the insulation structure.

• To limit the spray height and dispersion on the floor.

• To provide double walls.

- Limiting oxygen supply.
• To transport and storage of spilled sodium.

• To limit volumes of the rooms that have sodium loops.

• To shut off the air convection path.

• To provide double walls.

• To provide inert gas(N2) atmosphere.

• To dust extinguishing powder on spilled sodium.

(2) Preventing sodium - concrete reaction.
• Provide carbon steel cover on the concrete wall.

• Provide double walls.

2.2.3 Mitigation of pressure and temperature rise

Limiting sodium leak and mitigating sodium burning which are mention

above are also effective for this purpose. In addition, providing the space for

pressure relief and mitigating temperature rise of the concrete are also effective

as building side measures. The former is provided by enlarging volume of

adjacent rooms and the latter by thermal insulation or cooling system.

2. 4 Limitation of aerosol release

In case of sodium fire, generated sodium aerosol is sodium monoxide

(Na2O) or peroxide (Na2O2) which is corrodible and may influence the

environment, so that it is important to limit suitably for preventing the aerosol

from affecting the safety-related components and the general public health.

Therefore, in case of large amount of aerosol generated, migration of the

aerosol in the building and release into the environment are restricted by

shutdown of the ventilation system and closing a damper. The aerosol filter

installed at the outlet of the air convection path might be effective.

In addition, the safety features and system are separated independently,
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so that the aerosol generated in the accident loop will not affect other loops. And

limiting suitably the leak of the aerosol from the building is also important.

The summary of the above is shown in table 1.
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Limiting
aerosol release

Mitigating
pressure and
temperature rise

Limiting "
sodium leak

Mitigating sodium burning

Figure 1 Design principle of countermeasures

Table 1 Countermeasures for mitigating consequences of sodium fire

ITEMS

Limiting
sodium leak

Mitigating
sodium
burning

Mitigating
pressure and
temperature
rise

Limiting
aerosol
release

(1) Mitigating
sodium burning.

- Limiting sodium
dispersion.

- Limiting oxygen
supply.

(2) Preventing sodium
-concrete reaction.

(1)Providing the space
for pressure relief.

(2)Mitigating
temperature rise of
the wall.

(1)Limiting aerosol
release

Countermeasures

- Ensure the LBB concept.
- Provide early leak detection and drain.
- Provide double walls (for the boundaries).

- Reinforce the insulation structure.
- Limit the spray height and dispersion on

the floor.
- Provide double walls.

- Transport and storage of spiiied sodium.
- Limit volumes of the rooms that have sodium

components.
- Shut off the air convection path.
- Provide double walls.
- Provide inert gas(N2) atmosphere.
- Dust extinguishing powder on spilled sodium.

- Provide carbon steel cover on the wall.
- Provide double walls.

- Enlarge volume of adjacent rooms.

- Provide insulation.
- Provide cooling equipment.

- Shut off the air convection path.
- Limit the leak rate of building.
- Provide aerosol filter.
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3. CURRENT DESIGN CONCEPT AGAINST SODIUM FIRE FOR DFBR

3. 1 Inside the containment (Figure 2)

The rectangular concrete CVis designed for DFBR aiming at reducing the

construction cost. The double wall structure is adopted as the countermeasure

inside CV in order to mitigate the impact of sodium burning on CV. For the

primary cooling system, each vessel that is reactor vessel, intermediate heat

exchanger vessel and primary pump vessel is surrounded by the guard vessel.

And the pipes connecting the vessels are covered by outer pipes. The gaps

between the double wall structure are filled with nitrogen gas to mitigate sodium

burning. For the intermediate heat transport system(IHTS) piping within the

containment and the confinement, double-enveloped pipes are adopted in a

similar way. In addition, the upper structure of each IHX is provided with a cover

built over it.(This double-envelope structure is called an "enclosure" in the IHTS.)

The enclosure is designed to restrict the consequences of sodium leakage and

resultant fire to the local space. Thus, these double wall structures prevent any

consequences of sodium fire on the safety-related components and facility such

as the containment.

In order to assure the LBB concept, gas sampling type leak detectors are

installed in the gaps between the double wall structure. Its sensitivity

corresponds to 100 g/hr within 24hours.

By means of the double wall structures, sodium fire events inside CV are

prevented. However, CV should have sufficient margin as final barrier to protect

the radioactive material release. Therefore it should be confirmed to maintain its

function against a hypothetical sodium ejection into CV is evaluated.

3. 2 Outside the containment

Sodium leakage in the IHTS piping could not directly affect the function of

the reactor shutdown, core cooling and containment, because the core cooling

capability is less affected than in the case of primary cooling system and the

sodium in the IHTS is non-radioactive. Accordingly, the evaluation of sodium

leakage should show that the influence of sodium burning suitably mitigated to

keep the integrity of the building and that the influence of generated aerosols is

also mitigated to maintain the heat removal capability of the air cooler of the

decay heat removal system as the point of long time coolability.

In addition these safety design based consideration, the measures for

possible small leak should be considered. Through the world wide operation
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experiences of fast reactors up to now, a hundred order sodium leak events

have been reported. Most of these are small leak events in which the amount of

leaked sodium is less than 1000kg. Against such possible small leak events, to

minimize the consequences and to restore the plant for early restart are required.

The design study is under way taking account of these considerations.

The IHTS outside CVis currently designed in accordance with the following

plan. The outlines is shown in figure 3.

(1) Early detection and limitation of sodium leakage

In order to assure the LBB concept, the performance of the sodium detector

should satisfy the following requirements:

- The detector should be able to detect 100g/hr leakage within 24 hours.

A microscopic leak detector is developed to satisfy this requirement.

The rate and volume of leakage would be suitably controlled by a

emergency operating procedure such as pump trip and drainage of sodium

remaining inside the loop in case of small leak events. The drain lines are

connected to the main pipes and dump tanks (These are not shown in figure 3).

(2) Mitigation of the consequences of sodium fire

- Prevention of spray type ejection

The spray type sodium ejection from failure site on the pipe is

expected to prevent by piping insulation structures comprising inner cover,

thermal insulation and outer cover shown in figure 4.

- Enlarging the cell volume of adjacent rooms

The atmosphere in the SG room in which the accident occurs is

connected to the other two SG rooms through the room for sodium pipes

in order to mitigate the pressure rise on the safety evaluation

-Limiting the height of leaked sodium flow

Catch pans are installed at the height of every 5 to 10 m to restrict the

height of leaked sodium flow.

- Insulation and steel cover plate on the concrete walls

In order to mitigate concrete temperature rise, the insulation and the

steel cover is installed. The insulation and cover also prevent the contact

between spilled sodium and concrete.
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(3) Prevention of aerosol release

For the purpose of preventing the release of a large amount of aerosol, the

pressure increase caused by sodium fire should be kept under the actuation

pressure of the blow-out panels so as to prevent the panels from opening.

These panels are installed to reduce the pressure increase caused by steam or

feed line break.

(4) Long-term storage of leaked sodium

Leaked sodium is transported through the catch pans and connected drain

pipes to the storage area in the dump tank room to mitigate consequences of

sodium fire in the room in which the accident occurs. The storage area is

equipped with steel liners, thermal insulation and a fire-suppression deck. The

storage capability of this area is about 150m3 of sodium which is the maximum

leak volume assumed in the case of the failure at the lowest part of the SG outlet

pipe. Steel-covered thermal insulation is installed on the ceiling and the wall

above the fire-suppression deck in the dump tank room. This prevents a

temperature increase in the ceiling concrete as well as the direct contact

between sodium and concrete.
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Outer Pipe j
(inert gas)

Containment vessel

Figure 2

IHX vessel with Guard vessel

Reactor vessel with Guard vessel

Current design concept against sodium leak inside the containment

Confinement Area

C/V

enclosure.

IHX

Carbon steel cover
Insulation

Fire suppression deck
(mitigation of sodium pool fire)

Catch pan -

Dump tank room
(Storage of spilled sodium)

Thermal insulation structure of piping
, (mitigation of sodium spray fire)

Carbon steel cover
/ (prevention of sodiurn-concrete reaction)

insulation (Limitation of heat transfer to the
concrete)

Drain pipe (Transport of spilled sodium)

..-• Catch pan

- Limitation of sodium spray height
- Transport of spilled sodium

Catch pan

Preventg
Transport of spilled sodium

Floor insulation

f - Preventing sodium - concrete reaction
V - T f i l l d di

Drain pipe

figure 3.

Current design concept against sodium leak outside the containment
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seal material

outer cover

insulation material

secondary pipe

4k dh, seal material

Figure 4 Concept of insulation structure for main pipe in IHTS
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4. EVALUATION OF SODIUM FIRE FOR THE DFBR DESIGN

The followings are identified as main evaluation items and objectives on

the evaluation of sodium fire for the DFBR design.
O Pressure behavior during a large sodium ejection

- Decide the pressure condition of the building as design base event

(DBE) or beyond design base event (BDBE)
O Local temperature rise during a small leak

- Decide local temperature such as that of floor liner as DBE
O Behavior of Aerosols generation and diffusion

- Decide the design condition of safety-related component as DBE

- Evaluate influence on the environment

- Evaluate extent of aerosols diffusion for the possible leak event

In this chapter, the present evaluation technique applied for the DFBR

design and R & D items are described for every evaluation item mentioned

above.

4. 1 Pressure behavior during a large sodium ejection

CONTAIN and ASSCOPS codes are mainly used to the evaluation of the

sodium fire in the DFBR design. Figure 5 shows the concept of analysis model

for the ASSCOPS code. These codes are basically one dimensional analysis

code and their characteristics are as follows:

- One space-point model is used to evaluate the state of each cells

(atmospheric pressure, temperatures of atmosphere, concrete and liner)

- One-cell to multi -cells model

- Burning model: spray, pool, column fires

In order to achieve reasonable plant cost performance, the building is

designed compactly in the DFBR. Then, the pressure increase due to sprayfire

is critical issue in the case of large sodium leak. Therefore, the pressure

increase by sodium fire should be evaluated properly to pursue the rational

design and the following research is needed.

- Selection of appropriate parameters for spray fire model

- Evaluation of fire propagation to adjacent cell and the effectiveness of

pressure release to multi-cells
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4.1.1 Selection of appropriate parameters for spray fire model

The pressure during a spray fire depends on the parameter such as

droplet diameter, cone angle and spray height. These parameters depend on

the plant design and need to be selected considering the leak conditions, the

volume and shape of accident room, shape and arrangement of component.

Ascoping analyses have been performed to confirm the influence of spray

height and droplet size.

The main conditions for sodium fire analysis of base case are as follows:

- Spray height: 5 m

- Average diameter of initial droplet: 4.6 m m

- Sodium leak rate: About 10 kg/s(Using the LBB assessment value)
- Temperature of leaked sodium: 520(°C)

- Sodium leakage: 150 m3

-Volume of the accident room: about 2,600 m3

- Volume of the adjacent room(s): about 8,800 m3

Figure 6 shows the influence of spray height on the atmospheric pressure

and temperature. The atmospheric pressure and temperature tend to increase

as spray height increases. However, the influence is relatively small, because

the most of oxygen is exhausted and the amount of burning sodium are not so

different in these cases. This result depends on the modeling of oxygen

concentration. In the one space-point model, the lack of oxygen in local space is

not taken into account, hence it is expected these are conservative results. If the

local oxygen concentration is taken into account , it is thought that the peak

pressure tends to be lower and that the influence of spray height is much larger.

A realistic evaluation of oxygen concentration is also important as well as spray

height to pursue the rational countermeasures for sodium fire.

Figure 7 shows the influence of average diameter of sodium droplet on the

atmospheric pressure and temperature. The atmospheric pressure and

temperature tend to increase as sodium droplet size decreases. This is the

influence of increasing of the surface area for sodium combustion. Sodium

droplet size depends on leak conditions such as break size, direction of sodium

jet and collision with obstacles. The confirmation of sodium droplet size is

important for the accident condition of DFBR to pursue the rational design.

However, the influence of droplet size might be small if the lack of oxygen in local

space had been taken into account in the evaluation.

Research items to select the parameters for spray fire model have been
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identified as follows:

(1) Evaluation of droplet dispersion behavior
• Objective

- Confirmation of geometric shape of the spray
• Research items

-Experiments under the design condition of the plant using a simulated

fluid

- Evaluation for dispersion behavior of droplets by analysis code

(2) Evaluation of droplets burning behavior

• Objective

- Confirmation of conservativeness of the space-point model

- Evaluate the mitigation effect on the sodium burning due to local

exhaustion of oxygen
• Research items

- Sodium fire experiments considering the design condition of the plant

-Evaluation of the results with a multi-dimensional sodium fire analysis

code

4.1.2 Evaluation of fire propagation to adjacent cell and the effectiveness of

pressure release to multi-cells

Mitigation of the peak pressure is expected due to exhaustion of oxygen by

sodium combustion and gas release from the accident room to the adjacent

rooms. On the other hand, simultaneous sodium fire might occur in the adjacent

cell if unbumed sodium is transferred there and it might increase the peak

pressure. Then, scoping analyses for confirmation of the R&D items have been

performed.

The main analytical conditions and models for scoping analyses are

shown in figure 8 and as follows:

- Analysis code : CONTAIN

- Fire type : Spray fire

-Amount of ejected sodium :1OOOkg

Three cases, that are easel.two cell without simultaneous fire, case2.two

cell with simultaneous fire and case3:case2 with additional three adjacent cells,

shown in figure 8 have been calculated. In the simulation analyses of

simultaneous fires (case2 and case3), unbumed sodium is assumed to be

transferred in proportion to gas flow rate of easel result. In these analysis the
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effect ofback pressure due to secondary fire in the adjacent cell is conservatively

ignored. Figure 9 shows the results of the accident cell pressure. From these

analyses, it was confirmed that Simultaneous sodium fire might increase the

peak pressure, however mitigation of the peak pressure might be expected due

to exhaustion of oxygen by sodium combustion and gas release from the

accident room to the adjacent rooms.

To evaluate these effect properly, the following research is needed.

- Development of multi-cell sodium fire analysis code which can calculate

the interaction between intercell gas flow, and unburned sodium transfer

and combustion

- Evaluation of the influence of intercell gas flow on sodium burning

- Evaluation of unburned sodium transfer and burning behavior in the m ulti-

cells system
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Fig.5 Concept of analysis model for the ASSCOPS code
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CASE-1
• Fire type : Spray fire
• Amount of ejected sodium : 10OOkg
• Analysis code : CONTAIN
• Opening area between roof
slab area and adjacent cell :10m2

CASE-2
• Amount of transported unburned
sodium to adjacent cell is assumed to
be 660kg in proportion to gas flow rate
of CASE-1.

CASE-3
• Multi-cell model including the lower
room

accident cell

accident cell

accident cell

adjacent cell

700m3

10m2 4300m3

adjacent cell

adjacent cell
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Fig. 8 Analytical conditions and models for pressure
behavior during a large sodium ejection
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Fig. 9 Comparison of accident cell pressure
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4. 2 R & D for the evaluation of local temperature rise during a small leak

Pressure rise will not be a main issue in case of small leak, because the

burning rate is low. However, the local temperature such as that of floor liner

might reach high due to prolonged burning and chemical reaction. In the case of

small leak, the impact of leaked sodium is limited to a local area. Therefore,

development of the evaluation method which can simulate the spreading of

leaked sodium on the liner and the temperature distribution in the liner will be

required. The convection of gas may affect the burning behavior because

duration of combustion will become longer in a small leak case, then a model

that can properly consider this effect will be needed. Development of evaluation

method featuring the followings is needed.

- Spreading of leaked sodium on the liner and the tern perature distribution

in the liner

- The influence of gas convection including forced convection by air

conditioning system

- Reaction between released water from heated concrete and the reaction

products or sodium

4. 3 R & D for evaluation of aerosols generation and diffusion behavior

For the design limit of sodium aerosol concentration at site boundary there

is no definitive guideline currently. In the DFBR, the criteria 2 mg/m3 suggested

as a threshold limit value for continuous exposure by ACGIH(American

Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists) is applied as provisional

value. This value was temporarily determined as the limit of sodium-hydroxide

aerosols (NaOH) for the DFBR, based on the tolerable levels of aerosol

concentration for workers. This limits might be much too conservative and thus

unreasonable as a target for accident criteria, if they are applied to such rare and

ternporary events as sodium fire accidents. Sodium aerosols change to less

toxic sodium-carbonate aerosols (Na2CO3) within a very short period of time.

Therefore, investigation of biological effect of sodium aerosols is needed for

practical application.

As regarding the evaluation of aerosol release, the diffusion analysis

methods of sodium aerosol in the building and atmosphere including the

detailed models such as fallout of sodium aerosols, geographical features and

weather conditions are needed. Furthermore, experimental data of aerosol

generation rate during sprayfire will be needed to evaluate the aerosol influence

properly. The R & D needs for the evaluation of aerosol behavior are as follows:
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- Accumulation of experimental data on aerosol generation rate during

sodium burning

- Development of analysis method for sodium aerosol diffusion in the

building of the plant

- Development of analysis method for atmospheric diffusion of sodium

aerosols

- Investigation of biological effect of sodium aerosols generated in an

accident

5. CONCLUSION

Sodium fire is one of the important safety issues for the liquid metal cooled

fast reactor system. Safety design principles and current design concept against

sodium fire for DFBR have been presented, and main R & D needs have been

identified as follows:

(1) Evaluation of sodium fire

• Selection of the spray fire model parameters (dependency on design )

• Improvement of analysis code

- Development of sodium transfer and burning analysis code in multi-cell

system

- Development of evaluation method for local temperature distribution

during a small leak

(2) Evaluation of sodium aerosol behavior
• Development of diffusion analysis method for sodium aerosol

• Investigation of biological effect of sodium aerosol
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